What do they cost to feed?

A mouse will cost you virtually nothing to feed, especially if you collect food from outdoors.

You cannot feed a cat for nothing, but cat food, milk, and a little fish and raw meat should not break the bank.

If you decide to have a Great Dane or a St. Bernard, you must be prepared for a very large weekly food bill. A cat needs about one can of cat food a day, with the addition of a little milk and a few extra treats. A mouse, on the other hand, will cost you almost nothing to feed.

Do they need much care?

A wet dog should be dried carefully.

A moultng bird needs protection from drafts.

Some pets are much harder than others. But even that hardy animal the dog needs quite a bit of attention. Moultng birds can also cause problems. It is helpful at this period to add codliver oil to the birdseed.